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THE ULTIMATE SALES GAME PLAN 

The Game Plan is your guide to speed up the sales process and increase conversion rates. 

It is not sleazy, salesy and actually doesn’t feel like selling. 

The method is interactive and was created for Coaches and all types of Professionals and 

service-based businesses. Generally, those who: 

 Sell their knowledge, skills, service or expertise as their main income 

 Often have difficulty explaining or differentiating what they do 

 Don’t find sales easy, dislike traditional ‘closing techniques’ and don’t want to learn 

NLP to coerce people into a sale. 

 Love doing what they do but get lost, feel anxious and even have sweaty palms in the 

sales part 

 Spend too much time getting the sale and their results are poor. 

 

The Game Plan is not a bunch of Sales Scripts, Sales Skills or even Closing Skills . 

As a famous sports coach says “Winning Starts on Monday”. This refers to “It’s what 

you do in the week before the game that affects the outcome of the game”.  That is why 

this is a full game plan, not just a match day tactic. 

In the Game Plan we use the proven and scientifically based principles in the Blueprint 

Conversion System, where focus starts well before the traditional sales conversation 

begins. 

It helps you “plan the game that you can win”. 

 

Why Professionals Hate Selling (it’s personal) 

In most professional services businesses, including coaching consulting, what is actually 

being sold is YOU, the professional.  
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So when you go into the sales process it is very personal. It almost comes down to the 

very basic conversation of the professional having to say “I’m very good… I’m better than 

the others. BUY ME!” 

Therefore, a ‘no sale’ is usually taken very personally. 

To overcome this, many sales conversations revolve around the coach or professional 

talking too much about themselves. Or they try and over-educate the prospect about 

what they do in hope they’ll say, “I need you” before they are asked to buy. 

Another common mistake professionals make is the Jekyll and Hyde conversation. Firstly, 

an  enjoyable conversation around what they do and how they can solve some problems 

(without daring to mention sales). However, the minute they know the need to start 

selling what they do, their personality and confidence changes. This often results in a 

change of tone, lost eye contact, stumbling over words or reverting to ‘old school’ sales 

scripts. Or, even worse, they totally avoid the part of the sales conversation where they 

seek to get the prospect enrolled into their program or to buy their services. 

They will justify the no-sale by saying “they weren’t ready or didn’t want to buy”. 

However, the truth is that if it was handled better they would have captured that 

prospect. 

Why most sales program let you down 

Most programs focus on: 

 Getting you better at prospecting, selling or ‘closing’ 

 Having better scripts 

 Overcoming objections 

 Having better listening skills 

 Learning NLP 

 

They traditionally still just focus on getting better at SELLING, but they avoid the main 

issue that coaches and professionals are not comfortable selling themselves.  

The Blueprint Conversation System is a breakthrough program that takes the pressures off 

YOU selling YOU. 
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In fact, in the Blueprint Conversion System, you never have to have a conversion that 

comes close to you ever saying how good you are “so please buy me”! 

I’m sure that’s a relief, so read on. 

The Blueprint Conversion System and the 7 Step Process to creating 

your own Ultimate Sales Game Plan 

1. Change the Game: Create your Authority Positioning 

2. Create Outcome Based Programs 

3. Build your Client Conversion Blueprint 

4. Create your Authority Collateral and communicate it 

5. Identify 3-7 Value Pitstops 

6. Cultivate your Prospects 

7. Use your Blueprint in all sales communications 
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Step 1: Change the Game you are playing. Create your Authority 

Positioning 

It makes no sense playing your game, on someone else's field, with the rules in their 

favour. If that’s what you are doing, you are seen to be the same as everyone else 

competing on price. 

Change your attitude, change your positioning and you ‘change the game’. 

The simplest way to attract higher level clients is to be uniquely attractive to them. 

Avoid Brown Box syndrome! 

A typical brown box looks the same as all the others yet could contain very expensive and 

valuable items. You’ll never know unless you spend the time to open it.  

The same goes for many professionals. You may provide unique and outstanding service, 

yet because you look and sound the same as everyone else you are often overlooked as a 

possibly inferior option because you don’t stand out. 

It isn’t until potential clients spend time with the business 

(i.e. unwrap the box) that they will realise that you are the 

best option but sadly it’s too late as they have chosen 

someone else. 

When you are seen as a “brown box” you generally spend 

more money on marketing and advertising with reduced Return On Investment because 

you are marketing yourself the same as everyone else. 

It seems that all you’re doing is yelling the same message but yelling louder and louder. 

Costing you more and more! 

"Your perceived position predicts your profits.” 

Quality people are attracted to leaders and authorities. They prefer to pay more for value 

and for an unique solution. I see it again and again that many professionals don’t have the 

belief in themselves that they are a leader or an authority. 

Note: ‘You don’t have to be best in THE world you just have to be the best in THEIR 

world. So, answer a very simple question. ‘Do you consistently help people in your 

business?’ If so, to your clients, you a leader or an authority on what you do for them. 
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Most professionals do have something in their program, delivery method or background 

that is unique and can use that specific item to position them as a leader and authority. 

So, spend time reviewing your programs and services and what results you deliver your 

clients. Look for some form of uniqueness. Whether it is your products, services, 

program, delivery method or just the way you communicate - there will always be 

something.  

While most people in you market are looking to do more marketing or advertising, spend 

time working on you Unique Authority Positioning and you will stand out your market. 

 

Step 2:  Build Outcome Based Programs (Sell the aspiration not the 

perspiration) 

Most professionals are ingrained to working IN the business and are therefore fixated on 

recovering costs to keep the business profitable if not just viable. 

Hence much of their packaging and marketing is based on Input i.e. $ per hour or $ per 

session. The truth is the client doesn’t give a damn how long it takes you to do something 

as long as you achieve the outcome they are paying you for. 

"People pay more per outcome than per hour.” 

The biggest 3 mistakes to avoid are labelling your products or services: 

 Titling them input-based, i.e. fee per hours or appointments, not outcome-based i.e. 

the result you deliver. 

 Appeal to needs, not wants 

 Sell the process, not the payoff 

 

Here is a simple example. A client of mine was CFO for 3 regional Local Govt run 

Fitness/Leisure facilities. 

In the early weeks of us working together he said, “Steve we need to drop our Personal 

Training Prices. We can’t compete”. 

I asked how are you currently packaging them? 
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His reply was 1 session is $X an 10 Sessions is $X0. 

N.B. when you package and promote that way that you are pointing a big red arrow at 

the prices saying PLEASE COMPARE ON PRICE!!! 

So, I said here is what you are going to do: 

 Put your prices up 12%... of course he yelled and said I was crazy because he wanted 

to drop the prices not put it up. 

 Package up a Rapid Fast Start weight loss program. N.B. 90% of all people who start a 

gym program want to lose weight. 

 Include: 

 An initial exercise capability and desire match (everyone else would call that a 

pre-screening questionnaire) 

 Current Food intake review (they did that for free anyway it’s a Food Diary) 

 Personalise the program based on the above two 

 AND 11 included sessions. They gave away an initial anyway, but included in the 

price it seemed greater value and dividing a cost by 11 is harder than 10. 

 

Note: the focus was not on the number of sessions as they were just included. 

RESULTS? The following week he reported “we have sold more personal training in 

the last 6 days than we have in the past six weeks”. 

Selling an outcome-based program was easier to sell at a higher prices than a cheaper 

input focus commodity. 

How to build your own outcome-based program? 

In my training programs we look at the following: What are the biggest 3 “wins” you 

have provided your best (and most ideal) clients in the past 6 months. 

The reasoning is that if you have already demonstrated that it is what people will 

already pay for then this is what you should be selling. 
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Here’s another example. 

Packaged as an input based service. Packaged as an outcome-based program? 

I’m a Chiropractor and I charge $125 per 

session. 

I have a back pain elimination and 

prevention program. This includes a pain 

and structural review with at-home 

strengthening program and also includes 7 

sessions. Just 3 payments of $340 (That 

works out at over $145 per session) 

How do you currently sell your services? 

 

 

Design an outcome-based program 

 

Step 3:  Build your Client Conversion Blueprint  

This has been the real game changer for myself and all the businesses now using the 

Blueprint process in marketing and selling. 

Clients have gone from: 

 Not being able to sell some introductory services for $250 to selling $10,000 programs 

in just 8 weeks of building a Blueprint 

 Previously needing three 40-minute calls to enrol to now only have one 20-minute 

call to enrol over 90% using the Blueprint 

 Only being able to sell web services at low end competitive rates to selling higher 

paying ‘digital business solutions’ and adding $100,000 in the first year of using it. 

My original Blueprint was the Authority Accelerator Blueprint and mirrored 5 of the key 

chapters in my first book. 

Honestly, I must tell you when I first presented from the Blueprint and “Sold the system 

not self”, my life changed forever.  
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Like most of you, when it came to selling myself, I took it personally. Using the Blueprint 

model takes all pressure off selling yourself. I have seen clients actually enjoy the once 

feared process of selling, because it is not all about them. They feel very comfortable 

selling the SYSTEM not SELF. 

 

The Blueprint 

A well-constructed client conversion blueprint has many benefits and uses… 

 It is a significant differentiator: The majority of your competitors don’t have one and 

will rely on just selling themselves. You immediately jump above them. 

 You become an Authority on system/blueprint. You are the creator/founder of... 

 It forms the foundation for all of your Authority Collateral (video, book, speaking, 

posts etc) 

 When used properly it is a sales weapon 

 

Creating your Blueprint 

 The Blueprint is a visually attractive, easy to understand diagram of the journey that 

the prospective client will go through when working with you 

 It should have well-choreographed ‘value pit-stops’ that allow you to demonstrate the 

value of the outcomes being significantly greater than their potential investment 

 Designed to inspire action, not to educate on what you do 

 It is NOT to be a schematic of your work systems 

 Designed to collaborate on a solution not present your processes or expertise 

 Not to be self-explanatory as a standalone document yet the end people should think 

“that makes sense” 

 

Later in the “The Ultimate Sales Game Plan” I will take you through how to sell using 

your client conversion blueprint and you may then want to go back and refine it. After 

you present with it in real situations you will refine it as well. That is normal.  
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Step 4:  Build and Communicate your Authority Collateral 

Now that we have clearly outlined how you build your Blueprint, it should form the 

foundation for all of the information that you Create and in turn Communicate. 

Your videos, livestreams and blog posts should all relate back to the Blueprint and how it 

will work for them. 

Even in your Power Positioning Book the chapters will follow the journey of the 

Blueprint. 

Your presentations, whether live or via webinar, will follow the Blueprint and use the 

Value Pit Stops and go through the sales procedures that we will talk about in the actual 

sales conversations. 

Once you created your Blueprint, your need to continually create new and unique 

content will be reduced. You just need to use the Blueprint as the base to distribute the 

content from. 

Videos are the fastest way to be seen as an Authority. 

Books are the most powerful and 

Speaking (live or online) is the most lucrative. 

When you have created your Blueprint you can announce yourself accordingly. 

E.g. Hi [your name] here creator of the XYZ system/blueprint and in today’s 

video I’m going to... 

That is 10X better than “Hi my name is and today I’d like to talk to you about…” 

 

When you build your Blueprint/System it’s important to also start creating your own 

language so you start owning that space. 

Here are just a couple you are seeing in this Game Plan. 

The ‘Ultimate Sales Game Plan’, ‘ Value Pit Stops’, ‘Emotive Pendulum’ 

Your regular communications will start delivering educated and ‘semi-cultivated’ 

prospects to you. 
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Step 5:  Identify and Create 5 - 7 Value Pit Stops 

Value Pit Stops are unique to the Blueprint Conversion System and are designed to 

demonstrate that you provide quantifiable tangible value.  

You will see how to use the Value Pit Stops in a video in Step 7 Selling with the 

Blueprint.  

Your Pit Stops should clearly demonstrate ‘how the prospect can take what you do to the 

bank’. 

There are two very different banks: the Financial (save time, save money, make money) 

and the Emotional (personal and emotional benefits). 

To create a Value Pit Stop for your Blueprint Sales Conversion you need to identify the 

specific parts of your service that solves a need and a want. Then direct the conversation 

to create a specific value in their mind as to what that would be when implemented. 

You will have a number of pre-choreographed Pit Stops where you: 

 Use it only when they have clearly identified it as a need (want and why) in your pre-

chat 

 Know what series of questions to ask to swing the pendulum and emotion in both 

directions. I.e. you need to uncover the real need and pain emotively then swing it to 

the positive emotion of how it will be once it is solved. 

 Know how to lead them to give you some specific values: 

 Financial e.g. saving $5,000 per month, 3 new clients @ $2,000 per month 

 Emotional e.g. less stress, an extra 6 hours of time saving 
 

Some others could be: 

Financial Bank Emotional Bank 

Specific additional income 

XX more clients 

Time off 

Less stress 
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Staff productivity 

Increased efficiencies 

Cost reduction 

Positioning to raise fees 

Shorten Sales Cycle 

Time with family 

Build business to where it belongs 

Certainty of income 

 

 

Identify your own Value Pit Stops (VPS) below. Insert the specific service that you 

provide. Try to name it uniquely. 

Then enter the financial and or emotive benefit. 

Service you provide (VPS) Financial Bank Emotional Bank 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

Step 6:  Cultivate your prospects 

Cultivate vs. Qualify. 

Most sales program focuses on you ‘qualifying’ your prospect better for greater sales i.e 

you pick better people. 

When you cultivate a prospect, they go through some nurturing and self-qualification. By 

continuing to receive your information THEY are qualifying themselves as a genuine 

prospect and are potentially READY TO BUY. 

On the other side of the coin the qualification process is all about YOU deciding, that this 

person is someone YOU want to SELL TO.  
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To show you a very simple cultivation process I’ll show you one of my simple ones. 

1. Attraction: 

a. I have several livestreams, posts etc going out on a regular basis 

b. People will refer people to me 

c. I will connect with people networking live or online 

 

2. Connection: People then connect with me as a prospect having a reasonable 

understanding of what I do and that I may be able to assist. Through the very specific 

positioning I include in my posts and platforms they see my level of Authority. 

 

3. Cultivation: 

a. Once they connect I send them 3 chapters of my book i.e. further information 

about me plus how I work and how I help people. Included are videos in the book 

leading to a deeper relationship. 

b. Then once an appointment is set I send them a video email. 

c. Just prior to the appointment, they receive the Blueprint. 

 

So, by the time they actually turn up to the appointment they are well cultivated and the 

conversation is normally HOW not IF we work together. 
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Below is the Traditional Selling vs. The Blueprint Conversation System 

 

 

Traditionally you would: 

 Qualify a prospect (I want to SELL to you) 

 Set up a time to meet or talk  

 Do the expected rapport building 

 Followed by a presentation of who you are, what you do and why you’re the best 

 Then it is… wait for the objections and try to close the deal 

No wonder that causes palpitations and sweaty palms. 

In the Blueprint Conversion System if you follow these first 6 steps 

 They come to you cultivated i.e. already knowing you are an Authority in what you do 

and that you could provide a solution to what they want 

 You then understand their needs, wants and WHY 

 Let them know that you have a System/Blueprint that… 
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 You take them through appropriate parts of the Blueprint stopping at the most 

appropriate Value Pitstops, co-creating a solution then 

 Work through the “logical next steps”. 

That has to be significantly less stressful.  

 

Step 7:  Use your Blueprint in all your sales Conversations 

The Science why selling with a Blueprint works 

As human we use 83% with our senses as sight and 90% of our information is processed as 

images i.e. prospects will remember what is on your blueprint. 

Verbal is linear meaning once you get to the 4th minute prospects are forgetting what 

you were saying 3 minutes ago. 

By physically writing the Value in the Pit Stops on the Blueprint, the prospect will see 

the continuous accumulation of financial and emotive benefits. This subconscious has 

them buying the benefits first. 

A blueprint keeps you on track and reduces distractions. 

By sitting beside the prospect collaborating on the solution creates the sense of  “On the 

Same Page”. Golden rule. When they are emotively involved they will invest. This also 

works remotely. 

When YOU use the Blueprint and are “selling the system not self” YOU feel more 

empowered as it is one step removed from being personal. The takes the stress away from 

selling and allows you to be more of yourself i.e. being a problem solver. 

The Blueprint will demonstrate the comprehensiveness of how you work, reducing the 

need for you to verbalise everything. 

When you use the ‘complete’ Blueprint Conversion System you are leading and 

collaborating with the prospect. You are CONVERTING them from a PROSPECT to a 

BUYER without having to sell. 

N.B. People love to buy.... they hate to be sold to! 
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Watch this video as I take you through Selling with the Blueprint. 

 

 

Putting your Game Plan into action 

There is no point learning and potentially creating a Game Plan and not implementing it. 

Parts of this are quick to put together and others take a little longer. 

Don’t fall into the trap of thinking by pulling just one part out and using it that 

everything will change. Each part magnifies the results of the other parts.  

In this document you have a detailed overview of the Ultimate Sales Game Plan as well as 

The Blueprint Conversion System. 

You can of course research this process and build it yourself, or you can ask us to work 

with you to fast track your results and ensure an optimal outcome.  

  

http://stevebrossman.com/gp1/
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If you are ready, watch this video where I tell you how I can help you grow your 

business. 

 

 

As I mentioned in the video there are a three main options for coaching and mentoring 

available depending on your style of learning and how much direct assistance you need. 

Below are the options available to you: 

Option 1. Authority Catalyst Mentoring - if you are ready, book in an Authority 

Unpack Call 

If you have a successful business already and are ready for 1 on 1 guidance, accountability 

and mentoring then one of Steve's two programs may suit. 

  

http://stevebrossman.com/gp2/
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Steve is known as the Authority Catalyst as he: 

 Speeds up uncovering your Unique Authority Positioning 

 Helps you create high value outcome-based programs to market 

 Guides you through creating your client conversion blueprint 

 Coaches you through the blueprint sales process 

 Directs you through taking your message to market via videos and books. 

 

 

 

Option 2. More Free Training 

Steve has prepared an additional training session that takes you through step by step how 

the Blueprint Conversion System works, how you can attract more high-level clients and 

effortlessly convert prospects into clients. Plus, he has real life case studies for you to 

model. 

 

 

Option 3. Blueprint Conversion System Fast Track Program 

This program is a comprehensive 4 Module program complete with video training and 

worksheets for every module. 

This training has been the foundation for hundreds of professionals and businesses to 

really grow their businesses. 

Imagine in just a few weeks you will be seen as a Market Leader and Authority 

consistently attracting quality clients and avoiding price comparisons. You actually enjoy 

the new sales process and consistently convert a high number into clients. 

  

https://my.timetrade.com/book/MXBZ1
https://stevebrossman.com/blueprint-conversion-system-webinar/
https://stevebrossman.com/bcs/
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About Steve 

Steve is a former National Professional Track Champion and is the Author of the Amazon 

No. 1 Best Sellers ‘Stand Up, Stand Out or Stand Aside’ and ‘The Authority Client 

Attraction System”. 

He has created several 6 and 7 figure businesses of his own, including inventing and 

marketing an environmental product selling 4 million units into 26 Countries. 

With over 20 years TV and video 

experience including hosting and 

producing his own TV Show on Channel 

9 and appearing on TV in 5 Continents. 

He is one of Australia’s most experienced 

Video presenter trainers. 

Steve has spoken in 15 countries and 

trained over 32,000 Speakers, Coaches 

and Business Owners to Stand out in their 

market. 

Recognised as real influencers, Pam and Steve were invited to a high-level mastermind 

with Richard Branson on his own Necker Island. 

With a desire to help professionals overcome their fear of selling Steve has created the 

Blueprint Conversion System. This breakthrough program is changing the way people 

market and sell their services. 

 

Tell a friend 

If you are reading this at the end of the Game Plan I hope you are getting value from it. 

To pass it on to a friend or business colleague just share this link. 

https://stevebrossman.com/gameplan/  

https://stevebrossman.com/gameplan/

